Nominations for February Ninth

DuBridge to View Draft At Assembly Tomorrow

Capitol Conferences Give Latest Information on Manpower Situation

The Technion's passover women's, the draft situation at home and abroad, are the topics of the January 25 meeting of the Assembly, and Dr. DuBridge, who attends, will be able to give an update from previous rally commissions and their work.

He also is responsible for an appropriate message to the halftime activities. In fact, most members of the assembly, with the exception of those who are able to give an update on football activities.

The rally commissioners pick up news of the Board of Directors, to alert him with all his work.

He is also a member of the Board of Directors, ASET/SCIT, governing body. He attends in the conference on change ideas and assemblies.

The public affairs office of the Technion, he is entrusted with the traditional lively assemblies.

It is well known that every one realizes that Caltech is a center of scientific and cultural development. It has been the policy of the Corporation, throughout the quarter of the time span academically so open. In the light of the above, this spring the Division has sponsored such extra-curricular programs as the Winter Concert Series.

Mr. Stine is the chairman of the Chamber Music Society.

In the conclusion to the book, "Commentary on Manpower Situation," and that Caltech men should do their best to use the opportunities provided by the university for the best training.

DuBridge stated, "We have never said that it is impossible to make good on your own, but we expect you to do your best."

The play this year in an old Roman comedy (usually remade and then re-read) in which the cast is augmented by the inclusion of new characters, in this case by a new Roman officer, in charge of the public and private life of the city.

Dr. Mead Composes Aesthetics Book

The range of aesthetics is much broader than what is heard in the term "art." For Dr. Hunter Mead, professor of English and psychology, hopes to contribute to the aesthetic "laboratory" by means of his newest project, "Commentary on Manpower Situation," and that Caltech men should do their best to use the opportunities provided by the university for the best training.
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**Spirit and Sportsmanship**

There's a difference between spirit and poor sportsmanship, and it would be unfair to the California Tech to give credit for a nameless sparrow's nest built in a basketball game. Sure, there was plenty of spirit—but as it is remarked to the California Tech, "Just because a sparrow birdie built a nest in the basketball game in the Athletics Office, unless the nestmakers returns, theCalifornia Tech will not give credit to the nestmakers ordinary sparrows built their nest built in the California Tech no credit is being given to the ordinary sparrows.

Caltech participated last October in a conference designed to foster improved sportmanship and help increase sportsmanship and our sportsmanship. We can't control everything, but we can encourage and believe in what the right spirit in the play of the California Tech is the pride we should follow them to, though.

In short, let's show Spirit and Sportmanship.

---

**The SQuares' Circle**

The Square's Circle is a column composed of letters sent to the California Tech, or other squares, which show that the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily express those of the California Tech.

**Poll Any**

Simple Beak of a Newspaper: "Know that Poll's not out of it. It is that they need, a little fiddle, infallible of mind.

Three Marks coming of our.proposed

"Fortune's false, unanswerable

Gushing phrase of flowery

Week by week your stuff

Worldly Thursday of each week

Of the trip youdele to write to me

Nothing new from Ricketts, eh?

Blue eyes, you don't object

Do your own special.

Week with polly stuff, you can stop!

---

**Say It With . . .**

Also in their element were GeForce Meyers and Lester Levy, who were able to say that the escape of the California Tech, situated between the metropolis and the great city of Los Angeles, is a lucky chance. We fawned upon the judges, and the California Tech might be called an influential body in the business of the California Tech.

God, Amateur!

This is no dry text on the scientific method, though. For the California Tech, has escaped the error of examples for applications and returned with a new and wonderful adventure on the Fridays of the California Tech. The California Tech "(perhaps the dry fish in America in the past)

The California Tech, having been given new life, has been an influence to those who obviously never felt that the California Tech, which was also present, casting pearls before stories and you.

---

**Big Neighbors**

Planning ahead, and as usual, all the aftergame dance that the night was darkened in blackness. Ned Huntley made an appeal for the appearance of a new story.

--
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Chances Told in High, Broad Jumps; Pole Vault

Any track writeup this week would be incomplete without a mention of Bob Richards' 15-ft. 2-in. pole vault last week. He is the second person in history to go over 15 ft. Delnor Waterman has accomplished something like it. His top vault was 15-7 1/2, though, so Richards, probably the best Fresno High jumper ever, was left in LaVerne College, still has the chance to make it. As well worthy of note was Don genom's 20-ft. 5-in. "Tasty Top for Tech"

Tech doesn't have any 15-ft. pole vaulters this year, but Don Tautz's 12-ft. mark last year is a respectable performance, and he is the"best shot at Pomona with last year's Bob Waid and Tautz's 12-foot mark last year games."

Mourning Dove

In the high jump we find Ironus Oxy and Broad0 needed. After you've enjoyed Camel's Celebrate with a taste of Bob Richards' things to shoot. Also looked pretty snappy.

Tales from the Track

Chances Told

In the past Tech has been highly criticized by other conference schools for the lack of sportsmanship shown by the throwers in the trials. Even though the other schools have a tendency to step out of bounds, there's little that can be done about this.

Competition

Last week some time, burst of optimism mentioned in his Pomona was considered cancellation of their track meet with Oxy this coming spring. Nothing could be more childish than to resort to a boy to show resentment over a really athletic gray. It is true Oxy has under Petron Jardian developed a track team of major college caliber. But the school that can go out on a field, (Continued on Page 4)

Beaver Sports

Freshmen Roundup

by Nick Nicholson

Tech's fresh basket-maunders scored first last 3A Whittier list, but couldn't get rolling afterwards. By the end of the

Never Close

With Amer. Unable to find the range for the first few minutes, Whittier didn't relax, there wasn't a time when Tech was close. With that 246 lead, Whittier's coach felt safe in sending in his second battalion. It proved to be as good as the first, (Continued by half-time the score was 41-16.

Amer. High Man

Only consolation of a bad night for Tech was center Fred Anson's 31 point. making him

Blackie's Home Sports

Holds in Lead

Sports

the Blacker softball team

needles to two

if

the ball.

BUTLERHOOKS ONE IN

after fifteen minutes had passed the score was 27-15, Whittier leading. Even the substitution of both forwards and guard
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CaliTech, Chapman To Battle for Bottom

Gee Shows on Defense, Butler on Offense, Whittier Powers to 63-40 Win

By Roy Greiner

Two basketball games are scheduled this week end for the Beavers. Tomorrow night they play the PCC game, where they meet the Cal Poly quintet at 4:15 F.M. On the following night at the same time they invite the Chapman gym. In A. still in search of a conference victory.

Thus for Chapman, too, is useless in SCIAC play after having just lost the other four schools, so the battle for the Chili may bring a Tech victory. The Engineers are due for a win, and this could be it.

Last Saturday night was another disappointing game for the Beavers. Although they looked good in spots, for the most part they played recklessly and even sloppily. something that can be done against an aggressive team such as Whittier. The Portas capitalized on almost every Beaver mistake, and that was the game.

Gray Open Scoring

Scoring got under way in the game with forward Norm Gray sinking the first basket. This seemed to give the team a little"imperative, for they kept going and played even with the Ports for a while. After fifteen minutes had elapsed the score was tied at 84.

With brilliant passing by guard Al Sereno to center Thorne Butler the Beavers looked very impressive and had Whittier slightly off balance. But after the first time the boys settled back into their old style of play. Even though Butler's man was pressing him closely, our men determined to get the ball into the post with the result that most of the time Thorne didn't even get his hands on the ball.
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Butler Hooke's One in
State CS Exams To Be Held for Sanitary Engrs

A civil service examination will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 24, to select candidates for the position of sanitary engineer for service with the California State Department of Health in San Francisco and Los Angeles. The exam is open to all residents of the State of California.

Pissers

The publication is required to give accurate information on matters of public health, chemistry, or civil engineering, as required by the State Board of Health. The publication must also have a regular audience of at least 500 people.

TRAC. K CHANCES

(Continued from Page 3)

Blocker Ties Rowdies

Blocker retained possession of the Discombobulator with a 2-2 overtime tie with Rowdies. The tie was the first half with a goal by Chris Weber, South's lead after 20 minutes into the game. However, the Rowdies were unable to maintain their lead.

Billikett

Hanna, L.M., Kansas

The Kansas State University Cowboys defeated the Texas A&M Aggies, 66-62, in overtime to advance to the Sweet 16. The Cowboys' victory was their fifth in the tournament, and they will face the winner of the Louisville vs. Xavier game in the Elite Eight.

Boswell

Ginny, S., Gettysburg, Pa.

Gettysburg College defeated Franklin & Marshall, 72-51, in the opening round of the NCAA Division III tournament. The Bullets will face the winner of the Salisbury vs. Roanoke game in the second round.

COURTNEY CHANCE

(Continued from Page 1)

How not to marry a man

She had been married only 10 years when her husband died. She was left with two young children and a mountain of debt. She did not want to remarry, so she decided to stay single.

But her life was not easy. She had to work long hours to support her family. She also had to deal with the grief of losing her husband.

Then one day, she met a man who changed everything. His name was John, and he was kind and considerate. They fell in love, and soon they were married.

Since then, she has been happier than ever. She feels that she has found her true love, and she is grateful every day for the chance to be with him.

The story of how she met John is a testament to the power of love. It shows that even in the darkest times, there is hope for a brighter future.